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| About us
On The Mark Security Limited is a security company with diverse security solutions that are designed to counter existing and emerging
security threats around the world.
We are a renowned service provider for all counter terror canine solutions. Our dogs are highly trained to provide all canine based
counter terrorism solutions. Our dogs are trained to search for different contraband, eg; Explosives, narcotics and money in different
environments like Luggage, cargo, buildings, open spaces, vehicles and stationary or mobile human beings (Human Screening Dogs
also known as vapor detection dogs in other countries).

| Our Team
We have a powerful team that comprises of highly qualified and well experienced professionals with a depth of knowledge in security
matters, emerging threats, dog and handler training with over 20-years’ experience in delivering canine security services globally.
We amalgamate local knowledge and understanding with global outlook and best practices for best results in our business.

| Our Dogs
Our Detection Dog unit has the experience to protect large and small sites or event in any Environment. Whether your facility is a small
corporate building, a mass transit hub, learning institution,air service,or a large facility,we can assist you in protecting your people and
assets.
Our dogs can also work in hot areas. We have presence and experience in hostile areas Eg: Sudan, Iraq Afaghanistan and Mali.

To maintain high standards and consistency in this business, we frequently refresh and retrain our dogs to keep them ready to work
anywhere they have been deployed.
Our Detection dogs are trained to work around people.( properly socialised and insured) They can work on or off leash. They are
trained to find Explosives, Narcostics or cash.
Dogs have a remarkable ability to detect and discriminate scents. This not only allows them to detect the presence of prohibited or
regulated substances but more importantly, to pinpoint their location. Our narcotics detection dogs are trained to actively seek out
prohibited or regulated substances in all environments.
Our detection dogs are trained to search areas not easily accessible to human beings. Random searches by detection dogs is less
intrusive than other testing alternatives.
We use different breeds of dogs and mixed breed dogs that have a super nose.

| Our Handlers
Our handlers are highly trained to meet international standards and the UN standards.
Apart from dog handling, the handlers are trained on Counter Terrorism eg Profiling, Emerging threats,Security awareness and
response to a Terror attack,Tactical medicine, Incident command among others. We believe in empowering our handlers to ensure
that they are well versed with the current and emerging threats.
Above is done by consistent and thorough training by our trainers, international partners and staff on the ground in Hostile areas eg
Iraq, Somalia Mali etc.

| Explosives Detection Dogs
Our explosives sniffer dogs are trained to find Military, Commercial, Home made explosives in all kinds of Environment.
These dogs are trained to conduct searches for a variety of explosive materials near building exteriors, parking lots, office areas,
vehicles, packages, and people in and around high risk facilities.
They also provide a strong visible and psychological deterrent against criminal and terrorist threats and they offer reassurance to staff,
visitors, customers and the general public.

| Counter Terror Attack Dogs
These dogs can be used for protection of high risk installations and are used to also counter any possible human threats. They are
able to track and attack potential terror suspects as an advancement before the law enforcement personell is deployed to a risk area.
These dogs have been trained and can be used to mitigate against suicide bombers.
These dogs have also been trained to stay focused to the target and also to work under gunfire or any other loud noises without being
distracted from their goal.

| Human Screening Dogs
These are highly trained sniffer dogs that have the ability of sniffing out contraband, explosives or even narcotics form human beings,
either in a formation or in a crowd.
These dogs are also trained to work on and off leash. They are socialised so as to interact with the public without any problem.

| Narcotics Sniffer Dogs
Our Narcotics Detection Dogs are impeccably trained to meet and exceed the highest standards of drug detection.
They are trained to identify illegal odours including: cocaine, heroin, cannabis/marijuana, Ecstasy, methamphetamines,
amphetamines, ketamine, MDMA and other commonly abused drugs.
he deployment of drug sniffer dogs, both proactive (for use in buildings, areas & vehicles) and passive (for screening of people) offers
our clients a high-profile solution to drug misuse.
These NDDs are also socialised to work around people and they are able to work on and off leash.

Demonstraion of our capabilities is available on Request.

| Our Clients
Our dogs have played critical roles in various international high profile missions, including;
President Barrack Obama Visit to Kenya
Prime Minister Netanyahu's Visit to Kenya
President Museveni Visit to Kenya

They also continue to work at various installation of our different clients, offering the much needed first line of defence against the
rising threats of terror.
Some of our major clients include;
Safaricom
Government of Kenya
Vill Rosa Kempinski
Stanford University
Yaya Centre
French School
Beyond Zero
Kenyatta University
Village Market
Peponi Schools

We have more who cannot be mentioned due to the sensitivity of their work and legal and binding Non disclosure agreements.

We do it Right!
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